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Gay marriage
on quick pace
to high court
As more state bans
are struck down,
the issue could be
decided by justices
as soon as next year.
By David G. Savage

Photographs by

Bethany Mollenkof Los Angeles Times

KATHY WOOTEN helps call bingo numbers with LAPD Officer Keith Linton at a bingo night in the Jordan

Downs gym hosted by Linton and his partner, who are part of an experimental LAPD squad in the community.

A softer style of policing

L.A. officers are trying to become part of this community,
not ‘the invading army.’ Slowly, it seems to be working.
By Kurt Streeter
Officers Keith Linton and
Otis Swift stopped their patrol car, rolled down a window and motioned to a hoodie-wearing teenager. In this
part of South L.A., such encounters can be tense — or
worse.
“Hey, Linton. Hey, Swift,”
the teen said. “How y’all doing?”
“Doing good, my man,”
Linton replied, launching
into a conversation about
basketball.
Similar scenes played out
all afternoon as the cops
worked their beat in Jordan
Downs, a housing project in
Watts with a violent reputation and a history of ill will
between residents and police.

A WOMAN hangs laundry in Jordan Downs, once
predominantly black and now mostly Latino.

Part of an experimental
LAPD squad trying to bring
a softer style of policing to
the area, Linton and Swift
didn’t make arrests or issue
tickets. Instead they greeted

every resident they could —
even giving respectful nods
to the gang members hanging out in an area known as
the “parolee lot.”
“We haven’t had anyone

cussing us out and no one
has flipped us the middle finger,” Swift said. “Around
here, that’s progress. Not
long ago we’d pop in, make
an arrest.... We were the invading army.
“We’ve found out that
way doesn’t work.”
Jordan Downs, once predominantly African American, is now mostly Latino.
More than half its adult residents are unemployed, only
two in 100 have college degrees and the average family
earns about $1,250 a month.
It is home turf for the Grape
Street Crips, whose reputation largely defines the development’s identity and
whose blood-soaked feuds
with rival gangs created the
feel of a war zone.
But Los Angeles officials
[See Jordan Downs, A12]

WASHINGTON — The
legal campaign for marriage
equality is picking up speed,
moving at a pace that has
surprised even longtime advocates and increasing the
likelihood of a definitive Supreme Court test as early as
next year.
Efforts by some lawyers
to plan a careful strategy for
which cases to push forward
to the high court have largely
been put aside amid a rush
of lower-court rulings striking down bans on same-sex
marriage. The most recent
came Thursday in Virginia,
the first such ruling in the
South.
“I don’t think there is any
way to predict” which case
will arrive at the Supreme
Court first, lawyer David
Boies said Friday after the
Virginia ruling.
In the last eight weeks, in
addition to the Virginia decision, federal judges in Utah
and Oklahoma have struck
down laws limiting marriage
equality. A federal judge in
Kentucky ruled the state
must recognize same-sex
marriages from other states.
And in Ohio, a federal judge
issued a more narrow ruling
that cast doubt on the
state’s ban.
Increasingly, the judges
are saying they can see no legitimate justification for denying marriage licenses to
same-sex couples. With the
Supreme Court having said
that states cannot validly
base marriage laws on traditional religious disapproval
of homosexuality, the remaining justifications offered to defend the laws fail
to pass muster, the judges

Party hosts may
lose a legal shield
State justices appear
to favor holding those
charging for underage
drinking bashes liable.
By Maura Dolan

Robert Gauthier Los Angeles Times

JORGE MASTACHE feeds a carrot to Rufus, still a famous presence at the

vacant Bahooka tiki restaurant. “I don’t think I want Rufus to go,” he said.
COLUMN ONE

Rufus’ tale has a hook

A long-closed Rosemead restaurant must decide
what to do with its iconic 37-year-old pacu fish
By Frank Shyong

F

or decades, Rosemead tiki restaurant Bahooka drew crowds
with its incredible aquatic menagerie of more than 1,000 creatures: red devils, silver dollars,
sharks, goldfish and koi, so many it was as
if you were eating underwater.
There was the turtle that swam up to
your margarita at the aquarium bar. The
giant gourami floating serenely behind the
bartender. And Rufus, a huge, elderly pacu
fish who greeted everyone who came in.
Rufus watched many of the restaurant’s diners grow up. As children, they
clamored to host their birthday parties at
Bahooka. Later, the restaurant’s shadowy
booths saw their first dates and hid their
first kisses. The same kids celebrated their
21st birthdays at Bahooka, taking their
first sips of alcohol at the aquarium bar.
But Bahooka closed last March, and

the new owner still hasn’t decided what to
do with all the fish. For nearly a year now,
Rufus and the others have been living in
the abandoned restaurant, a dim warren
of dark scarred wood and burbling water.
Jorge Mastache, the restaurant’s fish
keeper since 2001, has been feeding them
and cleaning their tanks after he gets off
work. On a recent weeknight, Mastache
unlocked the side entrance and entered
through the kitchen.
Bahooka hasn’t aged well. Like the
rusted boats in the parking lot, the restaurant has lost its seaworthiness. Loose
plugs and old decorations hang like dead
kelp from the walls of the dining room.
Brightly colored aquarium gravel crunches underfoot. The place smells as a shipwreck might.
Mastache steps around row after row of
glowing fish tanks. When he nears a large
blue-tinted tank near the restaurant’s
[See Rufus, A11]
front, Rufus swims

SAN FRANCISCO —
Jessica Manosa was 20 when
she decided to throw a party
at an unoccupied rental
home her parents owned —
without their permission.
Word of the bash in Diamond Bar spread by text
message, and many who
showed up did not even
know Manosa, according to
court records. They drank liquor, danced and got drunk.
One of the partygoers
was asked to leave after he

dropped his pants while
dancing. As he drove away,
he hit and killed another inebriated guest, a 19-year-old
student. Now the grieving
family wants to hold Manosa
— via her parents and their
homeowners insurance — liable for his death.
The case, which will soon
be decided by the California
Supreme Court, will determine whether young people
who host underage drinking
parties and charge for admission can be held liable if
an intoxicated guest hurts
himself or others. The ruling
could create a significant
crack in a legal shield that
has long protected party
hosts in California from alcohol-related lawsuits.
“The question is: Will jus[See Alcohol, A8]

have ruled.
U.S. District Judge Arenda Wright Allen in the Virginia case began her opinion
with a lengthy quotation
from Mildred Loving, the
plaintiff who successfully
challenged Virginia’s law
against interracial marriage
in the high court in 1967.
That opening served notice that the judge, a former
Navy lawyer appointed in
2011 by President Obama,
did not accept Virginia’s argument that history and tradition were enough to justify
[See Marriage, A7]

Mideast
talks
lack key
player
Hamas, which runs
the Gaza Strip, wasn’t
invited because of its
terrorist label.
By Kate Linthicum
GAZA CITY — Like
many Palestinians, Marwan
Hissi has closely followed reports of peace negotiations
between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
and Palestinian Authority
President Mahmoud Abbas.
An unemployed father of
five living in a refugee community in the Gaza Strip,
Hissi says he has a question
for American negotiators
leading the talks: “Where’s
Hamas?”
The Islamic militant
movement, which seized
control of Gaza in 2007, has
been excluded from the
process as U.S. officials work
out a preliminary agreement
on key issues in the longrunning Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. Israel, the United
States and the European
Union refuse to engage with
Hamas, which does not recognize Israel’s right to exist
and which they consider a
terrorist group.
While all eyes are trained
on Netanyahu and Abbas as
U.S. Secretary of State John
F. Kerry prepares to present
a deal, the issue of Hamas,
which could make or break
the implementation of any
agreement, looms uncomfortably in the background.
Hamas has denounced
the negotiations, saying
Abbas, whose Fatah party
controls the West Bank,
does not have authority to
bargain on behalf of all Palestinians.
“Any outcome or agreement that is reached does
not commit or represent our
people,” Hamas spokesman
Sami abu Zuhri said recently in an interview in
[See Gaza, A4]

Bomb blast kills
4 on Egypt bus
The attack on tourists in
Sinai occurs near the
Israeli border. WORLD, A4

‘12 Years a Slave’
wins at BAFTA
British film awards also
honor the director of
“Gravity.” CALENDAR, D1
Complete Index ........AA2
Weather

Partly cloudy.
L.A. Basin: 71/52. AA6
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American skiers Bode Miller, left, and Andrew
Weibrecht celebrate their podium finishes in
super giant slalom. Weibrecht won silver and
Miller added bronze to his collection. SECTION V

